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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TCF469-TRM010 Manual thermosealing machine for trays, 1 mold included
at choice, yield 300/500 pieces / h, V.230 / 1, Kw.1,00,
Weight 12 Kg, dim.mm.537x336x489h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



MANUAL HEAT SEALER for TRAYS - EASYPACK ZERO -
1 MOLD INCLUDED at CHOICE:

Extremely compact and easy-to-use machine for sealing trays with heat-sealing film ;
Ideal for catering , catering , small workshops for every time you need to transport food in a hermetically sealed package ;
It needs a common socket to work;
The machine, being small in size, can be withdrawn very easily.

Each machine is sold with a mold included among these (to be specified when ordering):

MOLD 53 - dimensions 185x135 mm - weight 1 Kg

MOLD 09 - dimensions 226x175 mm - weight 1 Kg

FLAT MOLD Q - dimensions 180x180 mm - weight 1 Kg

Each additional mold is not included in the price (Optionals).

HOW TO USE :

1 - Insert the tray with product inside the format
2 - Manually unwind the portion of film to cover the tray
3 - Manually lower the sealing plate using the special handle
4 - Remove the tray with the packaged product

TECHNICAL DATA :
Dimensions 537x336x489h mm
Weight 12 Kg
Electric absorption: 1 KW - 230 - 50hz P + N + PE
Reel dimension: External Diam. Max 220 mm - Band 185 mm
Hourly productivity: 300/500 pieces / h - In relation to the operator

CE MARK
MADE IN ITALY

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
net weight (Kg) 12

breadth (mm) 537
depth (mm) 336
height (mm) 489
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